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Training a horse can be a frustrating experience for rider and animal alike. From dealing with a

horse that wonâ€™t listen to rectifying erratic behavior, this guide covers hundreds of common

training challenges and offers proven solutions to your most pressing issues. Stressing effective

communication, realistic goals, and the importance of an enjoyable atmosphere, Jessica Jahiel

helps you get the most out of your training sessions by pinpointing whatâ€™s causing the problem

and providing strategies to help both rider and horse stay engaged and focused.
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The excellent review this book garnered from George Morris made me buy it, and once I finished it I

knew that George was right: horsewoman at every skill level can learn from Jahiel. Her diplomatic

and sensible advice to the people who asked questions about challenges they have with their

horses are straightforward and filled with her philosophy: Do what's best for the horse. From

answers to riders who feel that their horses are "trying to pull a fast one" on them--she says horses

don't do that--or riders who see horses struggling with a problem--she asks if the horse is in pain, or

confused?--she comes right to the solution. If you see a horse at the stable grinning from jowl to jowl

you're probably looking at a horse whose owner just got one of Jahiel's books.

Good tips and sound advice offered which is written in language almost any horse owner can

understand. In some instances I wish the book offered various solutions... some horses habits are



acquired over a long period of time and may require more than just a simple solution, but the book

offers good starting points.

I read this book cover to cover, it is so practical and straightforward and every example is one that I

could relate to. I was most impressed with the fact that each problem was solved using the best

technique that fit the horse and the situation. So many books today use only one training method or

school of thought, what is special about this author is that she recognizes that all training techniques

have merit and she uses the ones that best fit the situation and gives alternate methods as

well.Great reference book to have.

I liked the examples of questions and the thoughtfulness of answers. I very much agree with the

author's perspective on training and so I appreciated her well thought out answers to some very

difficult questions. All horses have issues and this book shows our part of the riding partnership is to

work on the communication and relationship with the horse and not to blame the horse.

I absolutely love this book. Easy to find sections based on your needs with easy to understand

answers with situational descriptions. I would recomend this book just for and good update for all

horsemen.

This book, like the others in the series is great for everyday reference. It provides info and answers

for alot of situations horse owners will find themselves in. It is a wonderful book to have on hand!

This book gives some information about training. But after reading it, you will train your horse the

way you see fit and what works for you and your horse. I wouldn't buy this book again for

recommend it to a friend. It address more English training/riding techniques than Western (how I

ride). I honestly have learned more on line than this book taught me. If you ride English, than I am

sure it would be a good book for you, but still I think there are better books out there.

If you don't have $ for a trainer this is a great book to fix a variety of problems. I have gotten

Jessica's newsletter online for many years and she does a great job explaining how to fix problems.
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